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Polypyrrole (PPy) nanocomposites incorporating different carbon nanostructures (CNS), including

graphenes of different sizes, carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), have been

successfully synthesized using a surface initiated polymerization (SIP) method. The effects of graphene

size, loading level and surface functionality on the electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity of

their corresponding nanocomposites have been systematically studied. The electron transportation

mechanism has been investigated, which follows a quasi 3-d variable range hopping (VRH) behavior in

the nanocomposites. Meanwhile, CNFs and CNTs with the same loading as graphene are also

comparatively studied. Scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy results

indicate that the PPy coating on one-dimensional carbon nanostructures, such as CNFs and CNTs, is

more smooth and uniform than that on the two-dimensional graphenes. PPy/CNTs nanocomposites

exhibit the lowest resistivity, followed by the composites incorporating the smaller sized graphene

without surfactant. More interestingly, a negative permittivity is found in each composite system,

which can be easily controlled by adjusting the nanofiller loading, morphology and surface

functionality. TGA results indicate that the thermal stability of the polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) is

affected by the graphene loading rather than the different nanostructures.
1. Introduction

Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) have attracted great interest

recently owing to their novel physicochemical properties derived

from the combination of the characteristics of parent constituents

into a single entity. The unparalleled advantages such as cost-

effective processability, light weight, and tunable mechanical,

magnetic and electrical properties1–3 make these materials prom-

ising in versatile applications. Conductive PNCs, onemajor group

of PNCs, have been extensively studied because of their potential

applications in light emitting devices,4 batteries,5 electromagnetic

interface shielding,6,7 and corrosion resistant coatings.8 There are

generally two broad categories of conductive PNCs. The first type
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uses a conductive polymer as the hosting matrix and incorporates

different nano-fillers to introduce multi-functionality in one

composite material. Therefore, lots of conductive polymer based

PNCs, such as polyaniline (PANI),9,10 polypyrrole (PPy),11,12 and

derivatives of poly(thiophene),13 incorporating various inorganic

nanoparticles (NPs) including Au,14 Pt,15,16 Pd,17 WO3,
18,19

CeO2,
20 Al2O3,

21 TiO2
22 and MnO2

23 have been developed. The

other type incorporates conductive fillers in a non-conductive

polymer matrix to form a conductive network (often called

percolation). These conductive fillers are basically metallic

powders24–28 and carbon based materials.29–34 Among these

conductive fillers, carbon based nanomaterials, including carbon

nanofibers (CNFs), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon black

(CB), graphene and graphene oxides (GOs), are of great interest

due to their striking electrical conductivity (s), excellent

mechanical strength and chemical resistance.35,36 One of the main

objectives of all the previous efforts is minimizing the filler

concentration from the economic and processing viewpoints.

Conductive CNTs as fillers in a polymer matrix have been

demonstrated with a very low percolation threshold (epoxy:

0.1 vol%,30 0.2 wt%,31 0.0025 wt%;37 polystyrene: <0.5 wt%38).

More recently, researchers have found that graphene nanosheets

are equally as effective in conductivity enhancement as CNTs.39,40

Carbon nanostructures (CNS) have unique physical properties

arising from the unusual electron transportation phenomena,

which have attracted great interest from both theoretical and

experimental studies for their novel electronic devices
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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applications.41–43 Giant magnetoresistance (GMR), one of the

most important physical properties, has found wide applications

in areas such as biological detection,44 magnetic recording and

storage memories,45 and sensors.46 Recently, more research has

focused on the MR property of CNS. For example, graphene has

been studied with a MR value of up to 100% from theoretical

calculation47 and �80% MR at room temperature from experi-

mental observation.48 Meanwhile, CNS have triggered great

interest in exploring their plasmon dispersion, which is the most

important ingredient in the metamaterials. Metamaterials are of

great interest due to their unique negative physical properties

such as refractive index and permittivity. Our group discovered

negative permittivity in conductive polymer-based nano-

composites (PNCs),49,50 elastomer/CNFs PNCs51 and gra-

phene.52 These materials have a promising future and can be

applied in cloaking, superlenses, wave filters, remote aerospace

applications, and superconductors.53–55

The physical properties from the combination of different

CNS and conductive polymers could be interesting and thus

versatile new applications have been explored. For example,

Jang and Bae fabricated PPy/CNF coaxial nanocables using

a one-step vapor deposition polymerization to serve as gas

sensors for ammonia and hydrochloric acid.56 Wang et al.

prepared PPy/CNT composite nanowires by a template-

directed electrochemical synthetic route which opens new

opportunities for molecular electronic devices.57 Graphene and

GO, the most studied materials at present, have attracted the

widest interest among all carbon based nanostructured mate-

rials. Recently, Chandra and Kim58 synthesized PPy/reduced

GO composites for highly selective mercury ion (Hg2+) removal

achieving an adsorption capacity of 980 mg g�1 and an

extremely high desorption capacity of up to 92.3%. PPy/gra-

phene nanocomposites have been developed to serve as an ion

exchanger for removing ClO4
� from wastewater.59 A multilayer

nanoarchitecture of graphene nanosheets and PPy nanowires

was fabricated and used as high performance supercapacitor

electrodes to obtain a specific capacitance of 165 F g�1.60 To the

best of our knowledge, most of the PPy/carbon nanostructures

(CNS) composites are developed with the aim to improve the

sensitivity for sensor applications and specific capacitance for

electrochemical systems.56,61–63 With the aim of better under-

standing the mechanism behind of these unique properties, it is

critically important to uncover the electron transportation

behaviors within these different structured composites.

However, most of the previous reports focused on one specific

carbon nanostructure rather than covering different nano-

structures or even different dimensions. Especially, little work

has been reported on the negative permittivity in the conductive

PNCs.

In this work, PPy/CNS PNCs are synthesized by a facile

surface initiated polymerization (SIP) method. The electron

transportation mechanisms of PNCs with regard to the CNS

dimensions, surface functionality and interfacial interaction are

comparatively investigated. More importantly, controllable

negative permittivity (in a lower frequency range, typical

character for metacomposites18,19) and positive permittivity

(higher frequency range) are observed in the PNCs by intro-

ducing different CNS, surface functionalities and CNS

loadings.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

Pyrrole (C4H5N), ammonium persulfate (APS, (NH4)2S2O8) and

p-toluene sulfonic acid (PTSA,C7H8O3S)were all purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals were used as-received without

any further treatment. Graphenes with different dimensions were

supplied by Angstron Materials Inc, USA (N008-100-P-10, XY:

5–10 mm, Z: 50–100 nm; N008-100-P-40, XY: #44 mm, Z: 50–

100 nm; N006-010-P, XY:#14 mm, Z: <40 nm. For brevity, Gra-

10,Gra-40 andGra-Pwere used to represent these threematerials,

respectively). The thickness of these graphene samples was

measured and the statistical results are summarized in Fig. S1–

S6.† Vapor grown carbon nanofibers (CNFs, grade PR-24-XT-

LHT, Pyrograf Products, Inc.) were heat treated at about 1500 �C
to convert the deposited carbon present on the fiber surface to

a short range ordered structure, aiming to provide higher s. The

CNFs were reported to have an average diameter of 100 nm and

length of 50–200 mm. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs, SWeNT

SMW100, average diameter: 6–9 nm; length >1 mm) were

provided by SouthWest NanoTechnologies, Inc.
2.2 Preparation of polypyrrole and its nanocomposites

The CNS were initially dispersed in an aqueous solution con-

taining PTSA (30 mmol) and APS (18 mmol) in 200 mL deion-

ized water by one hour’s sonication in an ice–water bath. The

pyrrole solution (36 mmol in 50 mL deionized water, molar ratio

of PTSA:APS:pyrrole¼ 5 : 3 : 6) was mixed with the above CNS

suspended solution at 0 �C and then sonicated for an additional

hour in an ice–water bath for further polymerization. The

product was precipitated naturally and washed with deionized

water until the supernatant was transparent. The clear superna-

tant was decanted to remove any unreacted PTSA and APS. The

precipitant was washed with methanol to remove any possible

oligomers. The obtained powders were dried completely at 50 �C.
Pure PPy was fabricated following the same procedure without

adding CNS. The specific weight of Gra-10 is 2.4, 12.1, 24.4, 74.7

and 127.1 mg for PNCs with a filler loading of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0

and 5.0%, respectively. The PNCs containing 5.0% (127.1 mg)

Gra-40, Gra-P, CNFs and CNTs were also synthesized using the

same procedure for comparison.
2.3 Characterization

The morphology and interfacial interaction of the PPy/graphene

PNCs was characterized with a scanning electron microscope

(SEM, JEOL field emission, JSM-6700F). The interfacial inter-

action between PPy and 1D CNFs (CNTs) was determined by

a transmission electron microscope (TEM, Philips CM-200) with

aLaB6filament.Themeasurementwasoperatedat anaccelerating

voltage of 120kV.Samples forTEMobservationwere preparedby

drying a drop of PPy/CNF (PPy/CNT) nanocomposite powder

ethanol suspension on carbon-coated copper TEM grids.

The dielectric properties were measured by a LCR meter

(Agilent, E4980A) equipped with a dielectric test fixture (Agilent,

16451B) at a frequency of 20–2M Hz. Pure PPy and PNCs

powders were pressed in the form of disc pellets with a diameter

of 25 mm by applying a pressure of 95MPa in a hydraulic presser
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 4996–5005 | 4997
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and the average thickness was about 0.5 mm. The same sample

was used to measure s by a standard four probe method. The

temperature dependent resistivity was used to investigate the

electron transport mechanism in pure PPy and its PNCs.

The thermal degradation of the PNCs was studied using

thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA, TA instruments Q-500).

TGA was conducted on pure PPy and PPy/CNS PNCs from 25

to 900 �C with an air flow rate of 60 mL min�1 and a heating rate

of 10 �C min�1. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC, TA

Instruments Q2000) measurements were carried out under

a nitrogen flow rate of approximately 100 mL min�1 at a heating

rate of 10 �C min�1 from 0 to 350 �C.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Microstructure investigation

Fig. 1 shows the SEM microstructures of the as-received gra-

phenes (Gra-10, Gra-40 and Gra-P) and their corresponding

PNCs. Fig. 1(a) clearly shows the platelet-structured graphene

(Gra-10) with a dimension of 5–10 mm and thickness in the

nanoscale. A larger graphene sheet (Gra-40) in Fig. 1(c) is

observed with a dimension of about 40 mm and it seems that the

sheets are stacked together rather than separated individually.

More exfoliated graphene sheets (Gra-P) with a similar dimen-

sion to Gra-10 but smaller thickness, are observed in Fig. 1(e).

The curving nature of the graphene sheets demonstrates the

exfoliation of the Gra-P during processing. All these results are
Fig. 1 SEM microstructures of the different carbon nanostructures and

their corresponding nanocomposites with 5% weight loading. (a) Pure

Gra-10, (b) PPy/Gra-10, (c) pure Gra-40, (d) PPy/Gra-40, (e) pure Gra-P

and (f) PPy/Gra-P.

4998 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 4996–5005
consistent with the information provided by the company report.

With regard to the PPy/Gra PNCs, a coating layer of PPy is

expected on the graphene sheet arising from the SIP process,

which has been proved to be an effective method in our previous

reports.18,19,21 Fig. 1(b) shows that the Gra-10 are coated by

a uniform layer of PPy and surrounded by PPy NPs, indicating

that different polymerization processes have taken place on the

graphene surface and in the bulk solution. Graphene serves as

a template and PPy grows smoothly and continuously on its

surface once the reaction is initiated. Meanwhile, in the bulk

solution, the synthesized PPy chains tend to form a thermally

stable nano-sphere structure. Therefore, the PPy NPs are

observed to adhere to the PPy coated graphene PNCs. The

smooth PPy layer is hard to identify from the SEM investigation

of the PPy/Gra-40 PNCs, Fig. 1(d), while sphere-shaped clusters

are clearly observed on the graphene sheet, especially along the

edge. The PPy coating on Gra-P seems much better than that on

Gra-40, Fig. 1(f). The graphene sheet has been fully covered by

PPy and some small PPy debris adhering on the graphene surface

is observed. All these interfacial characteristics indicate a strong

interaction between PPy and graphene. Moreover, this SIP

method demonstrates its feasibility on coating 2D inert surfaces

without pre-treatment. Even though PPy/graphene64,65 and

PANI/graphene PNCs66–68 have been reported recently to be used

in electrochemical systems and demonstrate superior perfor-

mances, most of them start the material preparation from surface

treated graphene65 or GO.64,66

The same SIP method is applied to 1D CNFs and CNTs, and

the TEM images before and after PPy coating are compared,

Fig. 2. The diameters of the CNFs are in the range of 50–150 nm,

Fig. 2(a), and more interestingly, the high resolution TEM

(HRTEM, refer to supporting materials Fig. S7†) reveals the

core–shell structure of the CNFs with an amorphous carbon core

and crystallized graphite shell. After the SIP synthesis process,

the CNFs are coated by a uniform layer of amorphous PPy

(thickness: �40 nm), Fig. 2(b). The CNTs are observed to have

a hollow structure with a diameter of around 10 nm and a similar

coating behavior is observed on CNTs, Fig. 2(c) and (d). A

thinner PPy layer than that on CNFs of about 12 nm on CNTs is

observed from the HRTEM analysis, Fig. 2(e), which is due to

the much larger specific surface area of the CNTs and thus less

PPy was distributed on each nanotube. The measured lattice

fringe of 3.35�A corresponds well to the d-spacing of graphite and

the thickness of the tube of about 5 nm indicates the multi-walled

nature of the CNTs.69,70 It is worth noticing that the CNFs and

CNTs are still individually separated after coating and the

particle-shaped PPy is not observed any more in the bulk phase.

This is the major difference of the coating on 2D graphene and

1D CNFs (CNTs) according to the microstructure investigation.

This one-pot SIP approach of synthesizing conductive polymer

coated CNTs shows great advantages as compared to other

reported methods, such as the combined processes of anodic-

oxidation polymerization63 and surface acidification-chemical

polymerization to obtain PPy/CNTs PNCs.71
3.2 Electrical conductivity and electron transport mechanisms

Fig. 3(a) shows the variation of resistivity as a function of

temperature for pure PPy and its PNCs with a Gra-10 loading
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 2 TEMmicrostructures of (a)CNFs, (b) PPy/CNFs (arrows indicate

the thickness of thePPy layer), (c)CNTs, (d) PPy/CNTsand (e) PPy/CNTs

with high resolution (d1, d2 indicate the inner and outer diameter of the

CNTs, which are 5 nm and 16 nm, respectively. d3z 40 nm indicates the

diameter of the PPy/CNTs PNCs and the thickness of the PPy layer is

calculated as 12 nm. 3.35 �A indicates the lattice fringe of the CNTs).

Fig. 3 Resistivity vs. temperature of (a) pure PPy and PNCs with

different loading levels of Gra-10, and (b) PNCs with the same loading

level of different CNS.
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level of 0.1, 0.5, 3.0 and 5.0 wt%, respectively. It is observed that

the resistivity decreases with increasing temperature, indicating

a semiconducting behavior from 10 to 290 K.18,72 The resistivity

of the PNCs is much lower than that of pure PPy over the whole

temperature range, which is similar to our previous observa-

tions.21,73,74 Even with a very small loading of 0.1 wt%, the

resistivity of the PNCs (5.37 U cm) decreases to only 17.9% of the

value observed in pure PPy (30.01 U cm) at 290 K. Further

increasing the loading to 3.0 wt%, the resistivity curve is similar

to those of the PNCs with loadings of 0.1 and 0.5 wt%, especially

at higher temperatures where the curves are almost overlapped.

The resistivity further decreases to 2.75 U cm while increasing the

Gra-10 loading to 5.0 wt%, which is a 9.2% and 51.2% decrease

as compared to that of pure PPy and 0.1% PPy/Gra-10, respec-

tively. Fig. 3(b) compares the resistivity of the PNCs filled with

graphene of different dimensions and other CNS (CNFs and

CNTs). The results indicate that the resistivity of the PNCs is

strongly related to the graphene sheet dimension. For example,

PPy/Gra-40 PNCs exhibit a 10 times larger resistivity than PPy/

Gra-10, which is due to the large difference of the specific surface
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
area between Gra-10 and Gra-40. The smaller specific surface

area of graphene leads to a thicker PPy coating layer considering

the equal amount of materials used and the thicker relatively

poorly conductive PPy layer will definitely decrease the electron

hopping between more conductive graphene sheets. However,

a larger resistivity observed in the PNCs filled with the smallest

dimension Gra-P than that of PPy/Gra-10 PNCs is due to the

existence of surfactant on the Gra-P surface, which behaves like

an insulator and blocks the electron transportation between the

graphene sheets and also the PPy/graphene interface. Similar

phenomena were also observed in our previous reports on

surface modified CNFs.2,75 Different from the two dimensional

(2D) structure of graphene, CNTs and CNFs can be classified as

one dimensional (1D) structures which possess large aspect

ratios. To reach a general conclusion from these two different

categories, i.e., one is better than the other for electron conduc-

tion in the composites, is really a challenge considering the real

composites with rather complex morphology (particle interac-

tion, flexibility, and entanglement). Theoretical calculations on

the percolation threshold of different shaped fillers predicts76 that

with the same aspect ratio, the rod-like fillers percolate at half of

the volume fraction of the disk-like fillers. However, Steurer et al.

observed a lower percolation from thermally reduced graphene

oxide (TrGO) within the polymer matrix of poly(styrene-co-

acrylonitrile) and polyamide 6, which is comparable to the
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 4996–5005 | 4999
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Fig. 4 ln(s)–T�1/4 curves of (a) pure PPy and its PNCs with different

loadings of Gra-10 and (b) PNCs with the same loading of different CNS.
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multi-walled CNTs.77 In this work, the 5.0 wt% PPy/CNTs

PNCs show even lower resistivity (1.43 U cm at 290 K), only

52% of the value obtained in PPy/Gra-10 (2.75 U cm at 290 K,

the lowest resistivity among the three graphene samples), which

is due to the larger surface area of CNTs that generates more

electron pathways from CNT network formation and facilitates

electron transportation within the PNCs. However, the PPy/

CNFs PNCs show 6.5 times larger resistivity than that of PPy/

Gra-10 PNCs, and the resistivity value is comparable to that of

the PPy/Gra-P PNCs. The lower resistivity of PPy/Gra-10 is

due to the exfoliation of Gra-10 into thinner sheets with the

assistance of sonication, thus providing a larger surface area for

a favorable percolation network construction. The huge

difference between PPy/CNTs and PPy/CNFs is arising from

the smaller diameter and larger aspect ratio as well as the better

surface graphitic crystallinity induced higher conductivity of

CNTs than of CNFs.

To better understand the electron transportation within these

conducting PNCs, the electron transportation mechanism is

elucidated by investigating the temperature dependent s,

eqn (1):73

s ¼ s0 exp

2
4�

�
T0

T

�1
.
n

3
5 (1)

where T0 is the characteristic Mott temperature related to the

electronic wave function localization degree and s0 is the

conductivity at high temperature limit. The n value of 4, 3, or 2

is for three-, two-, or one-dimensional systems, respectively.

The best fits (standard deviation less than 0.02) for each sample

are obtained with n ¼ 4 in the temperature range of 10–290 K.

The linear relation between ln(s) and T�1/4 obtained from the

experimental results, Fig. 4 (a) and (b), indicates a quasi 3-D

variable range hopping (VRH, the low temperature behavior of

the resistivity in strongly disordered systems where the states

are localized).73 The T0 and s0 for each sample are summarized

in Table 1. Generally, a larger T0 implies a stronger localization

of the charge carriers, which is often accompanied by an

increase in resistance at low temperatures. A small T0 implies

a weak localization.78 The filler loading dependent resistivity

and T0 of the PNCs are plotted in Fig. 5. Both resistivity at 290

K and T0 decrease with increasing Gra-10 loading and show

excellent consistency with each other, which further confirms

the proposed 3-D VRH electron transportation mechanism.
Table 1 T0 and s0 for pure PPy and its nanocomposites

Samples T0 � 105 (K) s0 (S cm�1)

PPy 11.39 77.77
0.1% Gra-10 4.07 87.74
0.5% Gra-10 3.45 73.32
3% Gra-10 3.44 76.49
5% Gra-10 3.15 122.65
5% Gra-40 5.16 20.88
5% Gra-P 1.83 9.44
5% CNFs 1.59 6.66
5% CNTs 0.34 18.38
3.3 Dielectric properties

3.3.1 Gra-10 loading effect. Fig. 6(a) shows the real

permittivity (30) of pure PPy and its PNCs with different Gra-10

loadings within the frequency range of 100–2 � 106 Hz at room

temperature. It is interesting to observe that 30 shows large

negative values (of the order of �104) starting at 100 Hz until

103–104 Hz and after that it becomes positive. The positive 30

values within the frequency range of 5 � 105 to 2 � 106 Hz are

plotted as an inset of Fig. 6(a). These flat curves clearly indicate

that the PNCs with any loading of Gra-10 exhibit higher 30

than pure PPy. At 2 � 106 Hz, the 30 values are 187.5, 388.3,

720.3, 982.4 and 478.1 for pure PPy and the PNCs with

a loading of 0.1, 0.5, 3.0, and 5.0 wt% Gra-10, respectively. The
5000 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 4996–5005
increased 30 is due to the interfacial polarization, where the

charge carriers are accumulated at the internal interfaces orig-

inating from the Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars polarization effect.79

The higher Gra-10 loading (<5.0 wt%) obtains the higher 30

owing to the increased interfacial surface area and more charge

carriers being accumulated. Even though the network forma-

tion of graphene is not directly observed with a loading of 5.0

wt% from the SEM image, Fig. 1(b), both a significantly

reduced resistivity compared to that of other loadings,

Fig. 3(a), and a decreased 30 compared with the 3.0 wt% PPy/

Gra-10, inset of Fig. 6(a), indicate the formation of a graphene

network. The formed graphene network creates an additional

pathway for electron transportation and thus decreases the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 5 Relationship between resistivity at 290 K and T0 as a function of

filler loading.

Fig. 6 Frequency dependence of (a) 30 from 100 to 2 � 106 Hz, (b) 30

from 200 to 104 Hz and (c) dielectric loss (tand) of pure PPy and PNCs

with different loadings of Gra-10.
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resistivity. Meanwhile, the enhanced electron transportation

weakens the charge carrier localization which leads to

a decreased 30 in the 5.0 wt% PPy/Gra-10 PNCs.

The interesting negative 30 was reported in pure PPy arising

from the large resonance at low frequencies.80 The appearance of

negative 30 is process dependent. For example, only positive 30

was observed in the electrochemically synthesized PPy81 while

negative 30 exists in PPy synthesized from chemical polymeriza-

tion.82 Recently, our group has found that the negative permit-

tivity can be easily tuned by controlling the loading and

morphology of the semiconductive WO3 nanostructures using

a SIP method.18 To explore more details about the negative 30 of
PPy and PNCs filled with different loadings of conductive

nanostructures, Fig. 6(b) is plotted and the effect of the Gra-10

loading on the switching frequency (where 30 switches from

negative to positive) is investigated. The switching frequency is

observed to decrease with increasing Gra-10 loading from 0.1 to

3.0 wt%, while it increases as the loading increases to 5 wt%. Pure

PPy shows a switching frequency of 5300 Hz and 980, 1290, 1740

and 10050 Hz is observed in the PNCs with Gra-10 loadings of

0.1, 0.5, 3.0 and 5.0 wt%, respectively.

Fig. 6(c) shows the dielectric loss (tand, where tand ¼ 30 0/30)
curves of pure PPy and its PNCs as a function of frequency. All

the curves rise up from the lowest frequency (100 Hz) and then

reach a peak value at different frequencies depending on the filler

loadings. These frequency values correspond well to the switch-

ing of permittivity from negative to positive due to the induction

of the polarization at high frequencies. After that, all the curves

decrease monotonically towards high frequency.

3.3.2 Shape and species effect. The dielectric behavior of the

PNCs is related to the charge carrier motion within the matrix

as well as the interface between the filler and matrix, while the

latter is more significant in the PNCs.83 To be more specific, the

interfacial property, determined by the filler morphology,

dimension, and surface functionality as well as the intrinsic

physiochemical nature of the fillers, affects the dielectric

properties in different ways. Graphene nanostructures with

different dimensions (Gra-10 and Gra-40) and surface func-

tionality (Gra-P), as well as different nanostructures (CNFs
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
and CNTs) are comparatively investigated. Fig. 7(a) shows the

30 of the PNCs filled with the same 5.0 wt% loading of different

carbon nanostructure fillers. The PNCs filled with fibrous

structured fillers (both CNFs and CNTs) exhibit larger negative

permittivity than those filled with sheet shaped graphenes at

low frequency. To be specific, the PPy/CNT PNCs have the

largest negative value of �1.2 � 104 at 100 Hz, which is larger

than that of the PPy/CNF PNCs (�8.4 � 103 at 100 Hz). All

the PNCs with graphenes (Gra-10, Gra-40 and Gra-P) show

values above �5 � 103 at 100 Hz. With increasing frequency, 30

increases rapidly and becomes stabilized when the frequency is

larger than 104 Hz. The inset of Fig. 7(a) shows the enlarged
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 4996–5005 | 5001
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Fig. 7 Frequency dependence of (a) 30 from 100 to 2 � 106 Hz, (b) 30

from 200 to 104 Hz and (c) dielectric loss (tand) of PPy PNCs with same

loading of different CNS.
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relatively stable 30 at high frequency, and the results indicate

that the PNCs filled with CNFs exhibit the highest 30 of around
600 following by Gra-10 (500–550), CNTs (450), Gra-P (390)

and Gra-40 (210). The different dielectric behaviors of these

PNCs arise from the distinct structural differences of the fillers,

their corresponding electronic properties (the electrical

conductivity of CNFs: 103–105 S cm�1;84 CNTs: 104–107 S

cm�1;85,86 graphene: minimum conductance from theory is 4e2/h;

most measurements are 4e2/ph or greater,87 where e is the

elementary charge, 1.602 � 10�19 C, h is Planck’s constant,

6.626 � 10�34 J s) and the interfacial interaction between the

filler and the hosting polymer matrix.
5002 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 4996–5005
Not only does the filler loading level affect the switching

frequency, the carbon nanostructures also change the switching

frequency of the composites significantly, Fig. 7(b). The PPy/

Gra-10 PNCs show the highest switching frequency at

10050 Hz. With increasing the average dimension of graphene

from 10 mm (Gra-10) to 40 mm (Gra-40), the switching

frequency sharply decreased to 980 Hz. Compared to the gra-

phene with the smallest dimension, an even lower switching

frequency of 900 Hz is observed, which is due to the ‘shielding

effect’ of the surfactant (SDBS on Gra-P) blocking the efficient

electron transportation within the interface.2,75 According to

these observations, it is reasonable to conclude that the surface

functionality plays a more important role than dimension on

the switching property.88 The fibrous fillers, CNTs and CNFs,

show the similar phenomena that the fibers with smaller

diameter (CNTs, 6–9 nm) correspond to higher switching

frequency (2000 Hz) while fibers with larger diameter (CNFs,

�100 nm) produce the lower switching frequency at 1320 Hz.

However, the different switching frequencies are also related to

the different electron transportation behavior of these solid and

hollow nanostructures.89,90

Fig. 7(c) shows the tand curves of PNCs filled with different

CNS. Similar to the observations in the PNCs with different Gra-

10 loadings, the peak frequency is correlated well with the

switching frequency, Fig. 7(b). Moreover, it is interesting to

observe that the PPy/Gra-10 PNCs exhibit the smallest peak

intensity and lowest tand at high frequency, while the PPy/CNFs

PNCs obtain the highest value of both the peak intensity and

tand value. The lower tand means less energy loss (normally in

the form of heat) of the dielectric materials in the electric field.

Therefore, graphene with a suitable dimension, like Gra-10, has

the greatest potential advantages, which could be used in

supercapacitors.91,92
3.4 Thermal properties

Fig. 8(a) shows the TGA curves of pure PPy and its PNCs with

a filler loading of 0.1, 0.5, 3.0 and 5.0 wt%, respectively. Three

weight loss regions are observed in each curve. The slight

weight loss from room temperature to 250 �C is attributed to

the elimination of the moisture in the samples. The major

weight loss of all the samples from 250 to 650 �C is due to the

degradation of PPy. The initial degradation temperature of the

PNCs is almost the same independent of the filler loadings,

Fig. 8(a). However, the degradation curve shifted to higher

temperature above 250 �C in the PNCs at the loading of 3 and

5 wt%. The weight loss from 650 to 800 �C is attributed to the

degradation of Gra-10. In the present work, the thermal

stability of the PNCs is improved because of the highly efficient

exfoliation of the graphene in the PNCs, as evidenced by the

TEM results. This newly developed SIP fabrication method

favors an ordered and compact structure, which delays the

thermal degradation of the PPy.93 A similar enhancement in the

thermal stability of the PPy nanocomposites is also reported in

PPy/SiC,74 and PPy/WO3 PNCs.18 The degradation curve of

pure PPy shows an almost complete decomposition at 800 �C,
with only 0.19% weight residue left. The TGA curve shows that

the PPy has been completely decomposed at about 650 �C. At

670 �C, the weight residue of the PNCs is much higher
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 8 TGA curves of PNCs (a) with different loadings of Gra-10, (b) with the same loading of different carbon nanostructures.
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compared to the mass fraction of the Gra-10, i.e., 0.5, 1.2, 5.7

and 8.5 wt% for the PNCs reinforced with 0.1, 0.5, 3.0 and 5.0

wt%, respectively. The PNCs have a weight residue much larger

than that of the initial filler loading estimation, calculated from

the initial weight of Gra-10 and monomers. This is due to the

lower conversion of monomers during the polymerization of

pyrrole, which is also observed in the PPy/WO3 PNCs.18

Fig. 8(b) shows the TGA curves of the PNCs filled with the

same weight fraction of different CNS. The curves are over-

lapped from room temperature to 550 �C, which indicates that

the morphology of the different carbon species does not affect

the thermal stability of the nanocomposites. The curves

differentiate from each other after 550 �C corresponding to the

decomposition of the CNS. The results are highly consistent

with the degradation curve of the neat CNS, inset of Fig. 8(b).

Fig. 9 shows the DSC curves for pure PPy and the PNCs

filled with various loadings of graphene, Fig. 9(a), and the same

5 wt% loading of different CNS, Fig. 9(b). The DSC curve of

pure PPy shows the first broad endothermic peak at 108.2 �C,
which indicates the glass transition temperature (Tg) of PPy.

74,94

With increasing Gra-10 loading, the peak position shifted to

higher temperature of 110.0 and 110.5 �C at the loading of 0.1

and 0.5 wt%, respectively. This increased Tg is due to the

attainment of the longer chain length that could be easily

obtained on the plane structured graphene.94 However, the
Fig. 9 DSC curves of PNCs (a) with different loadings of Gra-10

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
further increase of the Gra-10 loading to 3 and 5 wt% decreases

the peak position to 99.3 and 98.8 �C, which is probably due to

the disruption of the polymer chain extension with the existence

of a large amount of Gra-10. The second endothermic peak at

around 290 �C indicates the thermal degradation of PPy in this

temperature range, which is consistent with the results obtained

from TGA that PPy starts to decompose at 250 �C and ends at

around 650 �C. The peak position of the PNCs shifts to

a higher temperature than that of pure PPy, which further

confirms a strong interfacial interaction. Comparing the peak

position of the PNCs filled with different CNS, Fig. 9(b), the

PNCs reinforced with CNTs obtain the highest Tg of 117.2
�C,

following by Gra-40 (101.9 �C), Gra-10 (98.8 �C), Gra-P

(98.3 �C) and CNFs (90.1 �C). These varied peak positions are

strongly related to the interfacial property between CNS and

the PPy matrix. These PPy at the interface are relatively diffi-

cult to degrade compared to PPy in the bulk, which explains

the highest peak temperature in the PPy/CNTs PNCs. The 2D

graphenes obtain higher peak temperature than the CNFs due

to the full exfoliation of their layer structure (Fig. 1) and exert

obvious spatial confinement which effectively restricts the

polymer chain movement during heating. The lower tempera-

ture of Gra-P arises from the existence of organic surfactant,

which prevents a strong interaction between the filler and the

matrix.
, (b) with the same loading of different carbon nanostructures.

J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 4996–5005 | 5003
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4. Conclusion

Various carbon based nanostructures including graphene, CNFs

and CNTs have been integrated with PPy to form a conductive

polymer nanocomposite using a surface initiated polymerization

(SIP) method. Microstructure investigation reveals that PPy has

been successfully coated on the carbon materials roughly or

smoothly depending on the structure of the nanomaterials. In

particular, the PPy coating is smoother and more uniform on the

1-D CNFs (CNTs) than on the 2-D graphenes. The conducting

behaviors of the PNCs with different CNS have been compara-

tively studied and illustrated in terms of the electron trans-

portation mechanisms. The improved electrical conductivity of

the PNCs after the addition of CNS is attributed to the excellent

interaction at the PPy/CNS interface. The electron trans-

portation mechanism has been interpreted as a quasi 3-D vari-

able range hopping (VRH) behavior. Higher loading of the fillers

enhances the thermal stability of the PNCs, while the thermal

degradation behavior is very similar in the PNCs filled with

different CNS. DSC results indicate an enhanced glass transition

temperature at lower filler loading (0.1, 0.5 wt%) due to the

attainment of the longer chain length. Negative permittivity is

found in each composition and is dependent on the filler loading,

morphology and surface functionality. This phenomenon brings

promising prospects to design various advanced structures for

potential applications such as superlenses and cloaks.53,95
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